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The Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology
and Police Science
Sociological Abstracts
Fundamentals of Research in Criminology and
Criminal Justice introduces students to the
multifaceted subject of research methods and shows
them why research is important in the field. This brief
version of Ronet D. Bachman and Russell K. Schutt’s
best-selling The Practice of Research in Criminology
and Criminal Justice simplifies complex concepts with
real-world research examples found in everyday
experiences in the criminology and criminal justice
professions. The thoroughly revised Fifth Edition
retains its celebrated strengths while breaking new
ground with coverage of recently popular research
methods and contemporary research findings.

Canadian Materials
Bimonthly. Abstracts of journal articles and
monographs. Covers material from psychiatric
literature as well as from criminological sources.
Entries arranged in classified order. Author, subject
indexes.

In Search of Canadian Materials
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The Practice of Research in Criminology
and Criminal Justice
Criminology & Penology Abstracts
WJEC Level 3 Applied Certificate &
Diploma Criminology
This important new text introduces conservation
criminology as the interdisciplinary study of
environmental exploitation and risks at the
intersection of human and natural systems. Taking an
interdisciplinary approach, the book enhances
understanding of the various human and
organizational behaviors that pose risks to the
environment, humans, and drive conservation crime.
As human population growth, global market
economies, climate change, deforestation, and illegal
exploitation of natural resources continue to increase,
academic research from numerous disciplines is
needed to address these challenges. Conservation
Criminology promotes thinking about how
unsustainable natural resources exploitation is a
cause and a consequence of social conflict. Case
studies profiled in the book demonstrate this cause
and effect type situation, as well as innovative
approaches for reducing risks to people and the
environment. This text encourages readers to
consider how humans behave in response to
environmental risks and the various mechanisms that
constitute effective and ineffective approaches to
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enforcement of wildlife crimes, including
environmental and conservation policy. Case studies
from the USA, Latin America, Africa, and Asia
highlight corruption in conservation, global trade in
electronic waste, illegal fishing, illegal logging, humanwildlife conflict, technology and space, water
insecurity, wildlife disease, and wildlife poaching.
Taken together, chapters expand the reader’s
perspective and employ tools to understand and
address environmental crimes and risks, and to
provide novel empirical evidence for positive change.
With established contributors providing
interdisciplinary and global perspectives, this book
establishes a foundation for the emerging field of
conservation criminology.

Research Methods in Criminal Justice and
Criminology
Journal of Scientific & Industrial
Research
Catalogue of Printed Books
The Practice of Research in Criminology and Criminal
Justice, Seventh Edition demonstrates the vital role
research plays in criminology and criminal justice by
integrating in-depth, real-world case studies with a
comprehensive discussion of research methods. By
pairing research techniques with practical examples
from the field, Ronet D. Bachman and Russell K.
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Schutt equip students to critically evaluate and
confidently conduct research. The Seventh Edition of
this best-selling text retains the strengths of previous
editions while breaking ground with emergent
research methods, enhanced tools for learning in the
text and online, and contemporary, fascinating
research findings. This edition incorporates new topics
like intelligence-led policing, social network analysis
(SNA), the evolution of cybercrime, and more.
Students engage with the wide realm of research
methods available to them, delve deeper into topics
relevant to their field of study, and benefit from the
wide variety of new exercises to help them practice
as they learn.

Criminology, Penology and Police
Science Abstracts
Canadian Journal of Criminology
Abstracts on Criminology and Penology
Papers [presented at the Annual
Meeting]
Canadian Books in Print
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House of Commons Debates, Official
Report
The Journal of Criminal Law &
Criminology
Current Law Index
Criminology
Conservation Criminology
In Causes of Delinquency, Hirschi attempts to state
and test a theory of delinquency, seeing in the
delinquent a person relatively free of the intimate
attachments, the aspirations, and the moral beliefs
that bind most people to a life within the law. In
prominent alternative theories, the delinquent
appears either as a frustrated striver forced into
delinquency by his acceptance of the goals common
to us all, or as an innocent foreigner attempting to
obey the rules of a society that is not in position to
make the law or define conduct as good or evil.
Hirschi analyzes a large body of data on delinquency
collected in Western Contra Costa County, California,
contrasting throughout the assumptions of the strain,
control, and cultural deviance theories. He outlines
the assumptions of these theories and discusses the
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logical and empirical difficulties attributed to each of
them. Then draws from sources an outline of social
control theory, the theory that informs the
subsequent analysis and which is advocated
here.Often listed as a Citation Classic, Causes of
Delinquency retains its force and cogency with age. It
is an important volume and a necessary addition to
the libraries of sociologists, criminologists, scholars
and students in the area of delinquency.

The Critic
Provides an annotated listing of recommended
reading material for students in grades nine through
twelve, or ages fifteen through eighteen.

Readings in Criminology
Introduction to Criminology
The Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology,
and Police Science
Research Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology
connects key concepts to real field research and
practices using contemporary examples and recurring
case studies that demonstrate how concepts relate to
your life. Authors Callie M. Rennison and Timothy C.
Hart introduce practical research strategies used in
criminal justice to show you how a research question
can become a policy that changes or influences
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criminal justice practices. The book’s student-driven
approach addresses both the why and the how as it
covers the research process and focuses on the
practical application of data collection and analysis.
By demonstrating the variety of ways research can be
used and reinforcing the need to discern quality
research, the book prepares you to become a critical
consumer and ethical producer of research.

Sociological Abstracts
The ninth edition of Introduction to Criminology
provides a comprehensive introduction to the study of
lawmaking, lawbreaking, and reactions to crime. Both
classic and contemporary theories of the causes of
crime are discussed and critiqued. Special attention is
given to critical theories of crime and to general
theories. The latest crime statistics, research, and
theorizing are fully integrated throughout the text and
the innovative epilogue provides students with the
tools to actually apply criminological theory to real life
events. New to this edition: -Thoroughly updated
throughout including statistics, studies, and theories
in criminology. -The discussions of drugs, prostitution,
and organized crime are now together in one chapter
(chapter 7). -New chapters have been added on
critical theories (chapter 14) and biological,
psychological, and evolutionary explanations of crime
(chapter 11). -More illustrations and examples of
crime from popular culture have been added
throughout the text in an effort to help students make
stronger intellectual connections to the material. -A
new epilogue has been added that will help students
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think through common criminological issues and
questions they are likely to encounter in everyday
conversation.

Journal of the American Institute of
Criminal Law and Criminology
The Nation
Our comprehensive, 3-panel guide examines in detail
the many experts and their theories that have made
criminology a prominent field of study. Color-coded
sections and up-to-date information make learning
about this subject a breeze!

The Craft of Criminology
Causes of Delinquency
Taking a sociological approach to the study of crime
and criminals, this volume includes considerable
descriptive and historical material and an integrated
approach to theory and research. With extensive
coverage of conventional topics, the book also
features a detailed analysis of violence against
women and children, white collar/corporate/state
crime, organized crime, public policy, and the
criminology of criminal justice. The volume addresses
crime data and the methods of criminology, violent
crime, violence against women and children, varieties
of nonviolent theft, occupational and organizational
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crime, organized crime, public order crime,
criminology, criminological theory, crime and social
structure, rationality-opportunity theories of crime,
and general theories of crime. For criminal justice
professionals and others interested in criminology.

Drum
VK Global Publications Pvt. Ltd. is a household name
now. Established in 1979, with more than three
decades of leadership in the area of Economics and
Commerce, we take pride in claiming that we
continue with the unstirred readeship in the country.
Specialising in the area of Economics and Commerce,
we are not averse to the idea of diversification.
Keeping this in view, more than a decade ago, a
series of 'Xam idea' was launched in all the subjects
for classes IX -X However, success of our publication
is admittedly due to prudent prolific writers. We have
resource-pool of reputed authors, who leave no stone
unturned in bringing out the best of study material,
which makes our readers versatile in their thought
processes and equips them with the exam-oriented
acumen. Thousands of acknowledgments and
accolades that we receive every year from our
readers are a good testimony to the genuine efforts
and trustworthy endeavours of our authors.

Interdisciplinary Problems in Criminology
Best Books for High School Readers
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Introduction to Criminology
Travis Hirschi is one of the most cited criminologists
of the twentieth century. His work has provoked
controversy and heated debates about the causes of
crime, proper research methods, and the most
effective policies to prevent and control crime. Known
as a spokesperson for social control theory, Hirschi
always ties his ideas to the mode of investigation and
the mode of investigation to substantive concerns.
Theoretical contributions and research methodology
have been twin driving forces throughout his career.
This book contains representative selections of
Hirshi’s work over many years. It is remarkable how
little is known about Hirschi’s life and career. John H.
Laub’s introduction combines a discerning account of
Hirschi’s life and work, accompanied by an interview
with the author. Laub’s volume covers various topics:
methodological issues; principles of casual analysis;
criteria of causality; longitudinal research on crime;
rules and the study of deviant behavior; correlations
between crime and delinquency; control theory of
delinquency; intelligence, causes, and prevention of
delinquency; family structure and crime; theory of
crime; crime and criminality; deviance; white collar
crime; and juvenile justice systems. Now available in
paperback, this is an invaluable text for courses in
criminology, as well as a valuable addition to
professional libraries.

Business Studies -Poonam Gandhi
(2020-21)
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CSA Sociological Abstracts abstracts and indexes the
international literature in sociology and related
disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences. The
database provides abstracts of journal articles and
citations to book reviews drawn from over 1,800+
serials publications, and also provides abstracts of
books, book chapters, dissertations, and conference
papers.

Criminology
Criminology
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology
Comprehensive and accessible, Tim Newburn’s
bestselling Criminology provides an introduction to
the fundamental themes, concepts, theories, methods
and events that underpin the subject and form the
basis for all undergraduate degree courses and
modules in Criminology and Criminal Justice. This
third edition includes: A new chapter on politics,
reflecting the ever increasing coverage of political
influence and decision making on criminology courses
New and updated crime data and analysis of trends,
plus new content on recent events such as the
Volkswagen scandal, the latest developments on
historic child abuse, as well as extended coverage
throughout of the English riots A fully revised and
updated companion website, including exam, review
and multiple choice questions, a live Twitter feed from
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the author providing links to media and academic
coverage of events related to the concepts covered in
the book, together with links to a dedicated textbook
Facebook page Fully updated to reflect recent
developments in the field and extensively illustrated,
this authoritative text, written by a leading
criminologist and experienced lecturer, is essential
reading for all students of Criminology and related
fields.

Fundamentals of Research in
Criminology and Criminal Justice
The International Library of Criminology,
Delinquency and Deviant Social
Behaviour
Across America, crime is a consistent public concern.
The authors have produced a comprehensive work on
major criminological theories, combining classical
criminology with new topics, such as Internet crime
and terrorism. The text also focuses on how
criminology shapes public policy.

Catalogue of the Printed Books in the
Library of the British Museum
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